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Easy Virtue (Virtue, #1) by Mia Asher



››› Free download audio book. ‹‹‹ Original Title: Easy Virtue (Virtue, #1) ISBN: 1505363152 ISBN13: 9781505363159 Autor: Mia Asher (Goodreads Author) Rating: 3.8 of 5 stars (1319) counts Original Format: Paperback, 224 pages Download Format: PDF, RTF, ePub, CHM, MP3. Published: December 3rd 2014 / by CreateSpace Language: English Genre(s): Romance- 118 users



New Adult- 93 users Adult Fiction >Erotica- 66 users Contemporary- 51 users Romance >Contemporary Romance- 46 users Adult- 40 users Dark- 23 users Romance >Erotic Romance- 19 users Drama- 17 users Fiction- 6 users



Description: Love is selfish... My name is Blaire. I'm the bad girl. The other woman. The one who never gets the guy in the end. I'm the gold digger. The bitch. The one no one roots for. The one you love to hate. I hate myself too... Everyone has a story. Are you ready for mine?



About Author:



My name is Mia Asher. I'm a writer, a hopeless romantic, a wanderer, a dreamer, a cynic, and a believer. And, oh yes…I might be a bit crazy - but who isn't?



Other Editions:



- Easy Virtue (Virtue, #1)



- Easy Virtue (Virtue, #1)



- Easy Virtue (Virtue, #1)



Books By Author:



- Arsen: A Broken Love Story



- Sweetest Venom (Virtue, #2)



- Bent Not Broken



Books In The Series:



- Sweetest Venom (Virtue, #2)
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- Lies Unspoken (Flawed Love, #1)



- The Ground Rules Rewritten (The Rule Breakers, #2)



- Separation (The Kane Trilogy, #2)



- Bang (Black Lotus, #1)



- The End of Gods (A Welcome to the Underworld Novel, Book 4)



- Awaken (Spiral of Bliss, #3)



- Enthrall Him (Enthrall Sessions Trilogy, #3)



- Sex Love Repeat



- Reverence (The Excess, #2)



- Becoming Calder
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- Breaking Him (Love is War, #1)
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- Avarice (Alfonzo,#12)



Rewiews:



Apr 20, 2015 Christy Rated it: it was amazing Shelves: favorites, messed-up-reads, forbidden-love, sweet-guys, unforgettable-reads, lovetriangle, angst, emotional, cliffhangers, paperbacks-i-own 5+ stars!



Mia Asher has a way with words. Her writing and ideas are brilliant. After reading Arsen, I became a huge fan. When I heard she had a new book coming out, I jumped at the chance to read it. Though it is nothing like her debut novel, it was still completely mesmerizing and compelling. Blaire. What can I even say about our little gold digger Blaire. Personally, I think Blaire is misunderstood. There is more to her than meets the eye. I just know it. She grew up in an unideal way. Blaire 5+ stars!



Mia Asher has a way with words. Her writing and ideas are brilliant. After reading Arsen, I became a huge fan. When I heard she had a new book coming out, I jumped at the chance to read it. Though it is nothing like her debut novel, it was still completely mesmerizing and compelling. Blaire. What can I even say about our little gold digger Blaire. Personally, I think Blaire is misunderstood. There is more to her than meets the eye. I just know it. She grew up in an unideal way. Blaire has never known love. Many say that love will set you free, but I disagree… love is a cage, a very painful one; it’s gilded bars made with yearning, heartache, and unfulfilled dreams. And the moment I realized that love wasn’t necessary to one’s survival I became free. No one would have the power to hurt me again. That realization set me free. All she knows is how to get the things she wants. It’s not risky to her heart or her feelings because she is too smart to develop feelings for any of these men.



It is sheer talent to create these heroines that do terrible things and that on the surface anyone would dislike and make me love them. Blaire did some questionable things. She is nowhere near perfect. She knows it. But I loved her regardless. There was something about her that I just ‘got’.



Now the men. There are two men in this story, but I don’t consider it much of a love triangle. Blaire is a lot of things, but she doesn’t cheat and when she’s with a guy she’s only with him. Honestly, I can’t even tell you which guy I liked more. They are both so intriguing and different! Usually when reading a story with two guys I can fairly easily choose, but this isn’t clean cut. The situation isn’t normal. Nothing about Blaire and her relationships are normal.



First there is Ronan. Ronan is unlike any man she’s ever been with. He’s not rich. He doesn’t live the lifestyle Blaire usually requires. But there is something about Ronan that Blaire is drawn to. As hard as she tries, she can’t help but to fall for him. There is one huge problem with that. It’s not even that the money is the biggest issue. The biggest issue is that Ronan makes her feel. And that is not something Blaire is equipped to handle.



I don’t want to feel anything. I can’t. Feeling is bad. It leaves you vulnerable. And I don’t have time for emotions like guilt or shame. I like money. I like power. I like adoration. I like sex. And I’m good at it. She needs someone who is rich. Someone who is easy. Someone who doesn’t make her feel. Someone like Lawrence.



I loved how upfront Lawrence was with Blaire. He wants her. Enough to pay whatever price she has. And like he says, everyone has a price. He’s rich enough to pay whatever Blaire requires. Seeing how alike Blaire and Lawrence are, he gets her. It’s easy with him. Easy is what she needs. “We speak the same language. You and me… we’re both cut from the same cloth. We see something we want and we take it. We don’t let emotions get the best of us.” It’s been a while since I’ve read a book thats kept me on edge like this. The way she ended this book left it open for so much. I have no clue what is going to happen next. No clue at all. And I love that. I have some questions I’m sure will be answered in part 2, but I loved the unpredictability of how it ended.



Easy Virtue is seductive, mesmerizing and addictive. I read this book in one sitting because once I started, there was no way I was going to be able to put it down. To me, that is the biggest sign of an amazing story. Not being able to put it down. This story is well written, bold, risqué, and refreshing. It’s an unforgettable unconventional love story about imperfect characters. It’s a story that made me think, made me feel, and made me crave more. I truly loved this one and I can’t wait to dive into the next one to see what happens with these three!



222 likes 103 comments



Christy DeannaPink Lady wrote: "Terrific review Christy!! xoxo-" Thanks, lovely! xoxo DeannaPink Lady wrote: "Terrific review Christy!! xoxo-" Thanks, lovely! xoxo



Apr 06, 2016 07:31PM



Salma Shekhawee A mysterious stuff like fifty shades of grey .



Jun 08, 2016 11:44AM
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